Research of airport avian information forecasting System Based on Multi-Agent
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Abstract. Airport avian information forecasting as a synthetic evaluation system, is provided with general characteristics of complexity. In traditional requirement analysing technology (object-oriented and structure-oriented), it is hard to get a model to describe system behaviour and information exchange. By employing the design thought of multi-agent and the object-driven process modelling method, the paper first gives the configuration of the airport avian information forecasting System Based on Multi-Agent and describes the function of each single agent. Then the authors put forward the ways of working and the cooperation mechanisms of agents. This research fills the gaps in the domestic research, which provides the theoretical basis for the design to the airport avian information forecasting System.

1. Introduction

Bird strike (also known as bird impact), which is accompanied by the born of the aviation industry, has caused airlines substantial damage on engines and airframes. With the rapid development of aviation industrial and the increasing awareness of the ecological environment protection by the government, bird strike accident emerges one after another incessantly, which severely influence the flight safety [1-2]. Based on the survey and research data of avian information, food resources and the ecological environment of habitat, combined with the weather condition, we can predict the probability of bird strike, which is the core of the airport avian information Prediction and Forecast. Due to the complexity and disreputability of Airport avian information forecast, it is hard to get a model to describe system behavior and information exchange in traditional requirement analyzing technology (object-oriented and structure-oriented). By employing the design thought of multi-agent and the object-driven process modeling method, airport avian information forecasting System has been discussed and designed aiming at reduce the probability of bird strike, which can also provide the theories foundation for the future intelligent airport management. So in order to optimize the process of the bird strike prevention strategy and macroeconomic management, first the paper gives the configuration of the airport avian information forecasting System Based on Multi-Agent and then describes the function of each single agent then put forward the ways of working and the cooperation mechanisms of agents.

2. The Theory of Multi-Agent System

A multi-agent system (M.A.S.) is a computerized system composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents within an environment. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or a monolithic system to solve. Intelligence may include some methodic, functional, procedural approach, algorithmic search or reinforcement...
learning. The terminology of ABM tends to be used more often in the sciences, and MAS in engineering and technology. [3] Topics where multi-agent systems research may deliver an appropriate approach include online trading, [4] disaster response, [5,6] and modeling social structures. [7] Agents can be divided into different types ranging from simple to complex. Some categories suggested to define these types include: Passive agents [8] or agent without goals (like obstacle, apple or key in any simple simulation). Active agents with simple goals (like birds in flocking, or wolf–sheep in prey-predator model) Cognitive agents (which contain complex calculations)

3. Configuration of the Airport Avian Information Forecasting System

In this paper, the layer structure was adopted to design the airport avian information forecasting System. The manageable units of the airport avian information forecasting System is regarded as a single agent with intelligence. Data communication can be carried out among the agents. Upper agent monitors the operation of the lower level. Usually each agent run stand-alone, the upper agent interferes in the lower level only in exceptional circumstance.

i. The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting System

The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting system is responsible for monitoring the avian information, bird migration route and migration laws of birds of the whole nation, predicting when to arrive over the aerodrome and the scale of the birds. Meanwhile, according to the awareness of itself, the central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting System direct and coordinate the lower level agent about the avian information forecast task, which allow the Administrative staff to correct and interpose the process of forecast. The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting System listed in Fig.1.

![Fig 1. The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting System](image)

ii. The central agent structure of the regional airport avian information forecasting System

The central agent structure of the regional airport avian information forecasting System is responsible for monitoring the avian information, bird migration route, migration laws of birds of their own reign and direct and coordinate the lower level agent about the avian information forecast task under the guidance of the upper level. Meanwhile, the central agent structures of the regional airport avian information forecasting System receive instructions released by the upper level and coordinate among the different region agent, which ensure that all the data sources have been equally accessed. The central agent structure of the regional airport avian information forecasting System listed in Fig 2
iii. The central agent structure of the third-level airport avian information forecasting System

The central agent structure of the third-level airport avian information forecasting System is responsible for cooperating with bird strike prevention staff of their own region to reduce the probability of bird strike. The whole region is divided into small regions, in which there is an avian information forecasting agent responsible for dealing with the avian information forecast and prediction. The central agent structure of the third-level airport avian information forecasting System listed in Fig.3.

4. Teamwork mode in Multi-Agent Airport Avian Information Forecasting System

The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting system is responsible for monitoring the avian information, bird migration route and migration laws of birds of the whole nation. The central agent structure of the regional airport avian information forecasting System sends message to the national agent every now and again. The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting system makes full use this information and itself own knowledge to analysis regional airport avian information, predicting when to arrive over the destination aerodrome and the scale of the birds, which provides control directive to the regional agent when necessary. The regional agent must execute these control directives unconditionally and feedback the control effect to the central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting system, which allow it to update the empirical knowledge. When necessary, the central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting system will control the whole forecasting system by Man-Machine Interface.
The process of commanding and controlling for the central agent structure of the regional airport avian information forecasting System can be described as follow: The detector of the agent sends the avian information of its region to the learning models of the agent, meanwhile, the adjacent agent of the forecasting system also provide avian information to the learning models of the agent; the learning models of the agent provides decisions to the decision-making system of the agent according to the received information and its own experience knowledge; the decision-making system chooses behavior which is performance by the control system. When the control behavior is inconsistent with the actual information, the agent will modify the predicting information. After each certain period of time, the detector will send the avian information to the region agent again and send a reinforcement signal to the learning models of the agent. The learning model of the agent revises the decision information, and then act upon the avian information forecasting system. The above process is an iterative process.

When the regional agent finds it is necessary to inform the avian information to the adjacent airport, the regional agent can coordinate with adjacent agent by the help of coordination module. The central agent structure of the national airport avian information forecasting System can send control directives to the regional agent by communication module and the agent must execute the control directives unconditionally; the agent must feedback the control effect to the national agent to refresh itself experience knowledge. When executing the directives send by the national agent, the learning models of the reginal agent suspend operation.

In the central agent structure of the third-level airport avian information forecasting System, the large region is divided into a small series of regions, there is a forecasting agent in each agent, meanwhile, tower, airport and airline in this region are regarded as a single agent, theses agent integrate data by calculating-result models to obtain the synthetic evaluation of the region. Meanwhile, this information will be send to the learning models, which provides decision-making basis for the decision-making machine. The decision-making machines select behavior and execute control behavior.

5. Conclusion

Based on the theory of multi-agent system, the paper proposed the configuration of airport avian information forecasting System and each sub-system, meanwhile the paper also put forward the teamwork mode of the system, which provides new ideas to the airport avian forecast.
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